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SPE agsassination reeeris apoes]a Harold Yeisberg 10/19/79 
Withheld records + original statements of Texas School Hook Depository, especially 

of Men, Carolyn Ameld (sinee renerried) 

it is the FBI's usual practise, when it takes slyned statements, for the agents 

to write out «hat they want in the statements, to elisinate what they do not want, 

and then to have the witnesses signet whet the agencts have written. I have found 

serious factual errors in some of these. I published ene in faceistile in my second 

book, relating to placing Oswald at the seene of the crime at the time of the crime. 

In my third book, again in faemimile, I showed how the FC omitted fron the aigned 

statement what the witness had stated that the PHI did not want. That matter relates 

te a then Bre. Carolyn Arnold, whe could have besn supoorted or refuted by several 

of her co-vorkers, who were With her when she leit the buiiding ani from whom there 

are no statements relating to hers. 

in short, whet she actually told the FPL is that che sex him on the first floor 

at a time that precluded Oswald's being on the sigth floor in tine to fire his 

rifle from thers. 

The FHL got around this in its F0302 by merely giving a time @ther then irs, 

SRARER Arnold gaven 12315 rather than 12:25. 

There came a time when the Commission asked the FEL to obtain signed statements 

fvon all the [SI's enployeen in widoch they reaponded to a number of questions. Que 

was had they seen Oswald at the tine of the erise. They wore not asked if they had 

geen hin at any other tie that sorning, as a number had. Frier to providing the 

atatements to the Commission the FBI retyped sll of them. These retyped copies are 

62-109060-2720, This sural dées not inclide the originals. It thus does not reflect 

any correcting of any FSI exrer by any witness, or any incorrect formulation by the FHL. 

The originals, particulerly firs, Arnold's, interest me, 

‘y oll of this the FAI observed 4té first rule, of covering itself, Thus in 2763 

it estates these statements "do net contain any inforsation not previously reported... 

qand that “there were no discrepancies"



in Serial 2785 Daline telotypea a correction in Mrs. Ammeld’s stetesent as 

prepared not by her out by the 7E1, changing the time frow the impossible, 12125 

Mee tO 12:25 pote (This was imown to ne because I had hed & reporter locate and 

interview Hrs, Amold earlier this year. I've forgotten her new neme.) 

although Serial 2783 steted that “Dekies hes obtained 5 siened statencnés® 

an Serial 2313 the FUT conveyed te the Commission only 73 of then. Here the FET 

adds the untruthful in ite coverthe-Burean note, that the statexente contain 

aothing of iepertance “not crevieusly reported." There is a substantial difference 

in the tine attributed to “ru. Amold by the FOL, from a time thet made it possible 

HA for Oawald to fave been the assassin to a tine thet made it impossible. 

In 2818 this error is described as “a typing error.” I believe this is not 

truthful. The original, hondyritten statement will resolve the cuestion = and I believe 

that thie is why it was not provided in 2720. 

This is net « frivolous matter because rs, Ammold, who Bnew hin, actually told 

the FT that she saw Ogvld on the first Plocr st the very time the motorcade was due. 
in the original report the PUI moved the time up ten ginutes to ebseure the truth, 

Among the ether reasons for believing that Gewald was where Ars, Amold said she saw 

him is his statenents to the police when he was questioned, ith Fal agents present, 
vben Oswald told thopolice who he saw walling past - and in this was confirmed by 

testinony. (Obviously if he had not been there he could net have given the police an 

accurate report of who did walk past vhere he was. KABBX also obviouslt the FRI icew this.) 

Moreover, the other erroneous statement’ the FEE wrote out for anether witness @ to 

sign referred to above is on the same subject, where Gswald was at the time of the crime. 

One Oswald sould not have been on the first and on the sixth floors at the same 

time. I first raised the question of "fi%se" Oswald's in my first book, and the FEI 

had many reports of an Oswald that could not have been the real Lee Harvey Yowald, 

Lave last night and early this morning the news adde topicality Dalles Coumty authorities 

want to exhum: the body, (It alse appears that the FBI never investigated to determine why 

Oswald's autopsy does not disclose chhidhood surgery.)



I add this Mersonal note and end this separately because of the potential of 
. discovering no f the sastoid operation Usvald had as a kid. if the body is 
exhumed, Uf the potential of refusing to exhume. 

There just was too much cuvering up and inevitably there will be probleus from it. 
Rewever, I au not in agreement with the guy who is forcing this, a wild Britished 

named Eddewes whoee work is factually flawed and whose theories are untenable. 
He built his wealth and sspatation over a bad police job he exposed as a lawyer. 

Remember the Department's touting of taking the hangout road in the gaammk 
SMeral yeleases ~ that it was disclosing all. In prettise the deviee was 2 means of 
not disclosing all. 

i have ixttle doubt that there ie mach the FRI did not investigate because there 
Was at immediate preconception te which all conférmed thereafter. 

So there was »O investigation cf any false Oewald's, Instead the effort was 
put-down, and extended to all contradictions of the preconception. 

Bat there is no doubt that there were original etatements rether than the FST's 
retyped versions thet are in the cited serial. Additionally these are all included in 
my Dallas request and tase. 

; i had eocsies of the records I refer to made earlier but had not gotten to them. 
Hy purpoves exe explained in the attached and it Je aa old and serious interest. I 
took then from the stack after an early morning broadcast saying that medical author 
itdes have ackmewledged deficiencies and discrepancies and asked for the exhumstion. 

Sear in mind that no matter how unreasonable it is Eddowes has had mach attention 
for hia theory thet the KGD offeb JFE through its subetitetion for Oawald. On the 
basis of ali I know this is ontirely unreascnable,. Hut consider the potential if it 
turns out that the | ain the Fert Vorth grave shows no sien of a mastoidectomy. 

Eddoves will suid be credible and with this all his wild notions will appear 
to have credibility. 

All the covering up, all the non~investigntion and all the coneoetions can have 
very serious consequences. 

As much as possible should be straightened out prom:tiy, One imptrtant area is 
where Ogwald was at the time of the crime and for the pretesding few minutes. 

“estily, 10/19/79


